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She becomes scared and rushes out the door, calling for help. It lacks fire and passion. An academic
committee has just granted him tenure, a lifetime guarantee of employment that was once meant to ensure
academic freedom but that has perhaps become yet another enforcer of sycophancy and conformity. John
become visibly panicked as Carol prepares to leave, and attempts to convince her to stay and resolve the
matter privately, which she keeps refusing to do. S and the U. The super- objectives of the play are the
breakdown of relationships and the cynicism of education. But Mamet incisively demonstrates that women
cannot--as too many partisans of Anita Hill claimed--be automatically believed simply because they are
women. The novel, Lord of the Flies is about a group of boys who are stranded on an island. Any subject.
Also, she claims that his physical contact was a form of sexual harassment. Certainly the professor should not
raise her grade simply because she is unhappy about it. Carol and John speak about how she is failing his
class. Is it a perfect world, or is it a worldâ€¦ The play Olenna by David Mamet gives us a real perspective on
our modern education system and society. She is the tyrant super-hero of American political correctness,
which has reversed the revolutionary changes in behavior wrought by my bawdy, feisty s generation and
enslaved the image of woman to Victorian standards of decorum, propriety, purity and frailty. John is in utter
shock and does not understand what has brought on Carol's anger. Macy and his student, Carol Debra
Eisenstadt. Act one is loaded with dialogue that can be interpreted differently by different people and it seems
that Carol takes them the wrong way. John attempts to calm her down by putting his hand on her shoulder, but
she shakes it off. Mamet asks a philosophical question that is as old as Socrates but that has moved to the
center of the modern cultural agenda. Together they make a very dangerous combination. However, due to the
postmodernist nature of Oleanna, from the very first production it has divided opinions as Johns actions can be
interpreted in a multitude of ways. David Mamet has said that most of his plays are centred around people
trying to connect with each other. The play ends with him looking at her in a confused state. She criticizes him
with great clarity and mounting hostility. This seems to show the turbulence of Carol and Johns changing
relationship; making it harder to connect when they have to adapt to the shift in power. The many pauses show
that he is at a loss for words, contrasting his earlier use of complex diction. An objective observer might
conclude that the professor's behavior is incorrect in the first act, and the student's in the second; that the play
is Mamet's attempt to portray the situation from both points of view. Who Is Right? If our students are ever to
become adults, and if young women are to achieve at the level of men, we must break the unholy marriage of
servility and sanctimony that really rules campus politics. The genius of this play is that it stimulates
discussion, even arguments. Is the professor attracted to her in Act One? But the material never really takes
hold. Teach me'. He has been fired. These coddled, affluent students were the vicious Red Guards in action.
Strolling through idyllic green meadows, teacher and student would be friendly equals in the quest for truth.
Remember: This is just a sample from a fellow student. Essay - What is Oleanna. Would the film seem more
powerful to someone unfamiliar with the play?


